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he Indus River Valley was one of the cradles of civilization, and 
the Vedic texts from those early societies served as the guiding words 
for centuries until the development of distinct Hindu, Buddhist and Jain 
faiths. Central to these religions is the concept of dharma, a word that 

defies easy translation into Western spiritual terms because it has different meanings 
in different Eastern religions. 

In spite of these conceptual differences, dharma is a unifying idea in India, so central 
to the Indian nation that a dharmic wheel is at the center of the modern Indian flag; a 
diverse and varied nation united by a concept that is itself differently understood.

For Europeans in the Age of Exploration, India was immensely rich and promising, 
but difficult to understand. Here were 150 million people who did not see themselves, 
necessarily, as one nation. This subcontinent bounded by rich river valleys and tower-
ing mountain ranges was divided by religion (Islam was especially popular as the faith 
of the northern princes), language, and terrain. To say you understand India is to say 
you understand humanity as a whole.

Europa Universalis IV: Dharma focuses on the relationship between Europe and 
India, and on India itself. This is a period that saw the founding of the Mughal Empire, 
the discovery of the Cape route to India, the rise of merchant companies exploiting 
and co-operating with Indian rulers and the establishment of effectively territorial 
European empires on the subcontinent. This is four centuries of dramatic change in 
a land with a history that stretches back to the beginning of records.
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he governments of Europa Universalis IV are, for the most part, 
unified types. Most absolute monarchies are the same, there is little to 
distinguish one tribal government from another, and merchant republics 
differ little from each other no matter their age or situation. Yes, there 

are differences between, say, constitutional monarchies and feudal monarchies, but 
the great panoply of historical variance hasn’t been on display. More importantly, 
government types are a blunt instrument that the player is not especially encouraged 
to change or reform, since the stability cost might not be worth it for modest changes 
in bonuses.

Dharma’s big change for every player is the introduction of Government Reforms. 
Your nation will, periodically, be able to choose a new bonus to augment its governmen-
tal strengths. In this way, you will develop a national system that is actually responding 
to the needs your nation is facing. Sometimes you will choose a long term benefit. At 
other times, you might want to reform your government to meet a more immediate 
crisis. Some nations will have unique governmental reforms that reflect their peculiar 
historical situations.

In sum, Government Reforms are intended to further enhance the sensation that 
you are creating your national regime. All monarchies, republics, theocracies and 
tribal systems will be grouped together, (i.e., there are no “administrative” or “feudal” 
monarchies - just monarchies), but you get choose how they are organized.

Each government type has a number of Reform steps, with two to three options 
within each step. Governments can choose a new Reform once they have accumulated 
enough Government Reform Progress points. Each nation gets 10 points per year, mul-
tiplied by a variable related to the level of autonomy in your provinces. The less au-
tonomy you give your provinces, the more quickly you can choose a new reform.

Each Reform step costs more than the previous step. Your first Reform, chosen at 
the start of the game, is free. You may change reforms that you have previously chosen, 
but at a very heavy cost.

Reforms also interact with the new policy and estate systems, opening up free 
policies for your nation and giving additional bonuses to estates you have established 
in your provinces.

You will be prompted when a new reform is available for you. You reform by clicking 
on the Crown/Arrow at the bottom right of your national shield in the upper left. You can 
also get to this menu by clicking on the crown at the upper left of the Government menu.

GOVERNMENT  
REFORMS

T
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You can find a list of each government type and the possible reforms In an appendix 
at the end of this manual.
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nce the sea route to India was discovered, it didn’t take long for 
European governments to establish permanent bases on the subconti-
nent. These would not be the settler colonies that populated the Americas; 
these would be trading outposts. The Portuguese conquest of Goa was one 

way to get a foothold, the French establishment of a trading post at Pondicherry was 
another. These bases would be improved by fortification and, in the end, serve as the 
launching point for European domination of India.

Creating a Charter Company
If you are familiar with the procedure from the Wealth of Nations expansion, you 
can, of course, still create a trade company in the usual way - conquer a province in 
a trade company zone (South and East Africa, India, South East Asia, China, West 

CHARTER COMPANIES  
AND INVESTMENTS
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Africa) and add it to a trade company by clicking on the button on the mid-left of the 
province menu.

But what if you don’t want to make enemies in your new economic sphere? Conquest 
does have a way of making things tense. In an effort to give more peaceful options for 
colonial trading nations, we have introduced the idea of Charter Companies.

Interested nations can now buy provinces from nations in trade company zones 
for the purpose of setting up Trade Companies. This is done through a diplomatic 
action called Charter Company.

Nations are more willing to sell you territory for your trade company if you have 
friendly relations with them, they have a lot of provinces available, and they have a 
reason to trust you. Nations will get increasingly reluctant with every province they 
cede, so don’t expect to push your luck with just a pocket full of gold. Empire rank na-
tions are more likely to see you as a competitor and will be very reluctant to sell land.

You can only set up a charter company in a nation that is in a trade company region 
that lies within your colonial range.

Trade Company Investment
By setting up a trade company in foreign lands, colonial nations are already giving up a 
few other things. Trade company provinces do not provide manpower, and cannot be a 
part of States. Therefore the economic benefit of expanding your trade company beyond a 
rich city may not be enough to persuade the cautious player to take the risk for ready cash.

You now have the ability to upgrade your trade company provinces with unique 
structures designed to strengthen both the trade company’s value and your empire’s 
overall strength, while also giving bonuses to native provinces in the area. There are 
five categories with two investments that can be built in areas controlled by trade 
companies. There’s also a unique one per category that can be built once per trade 
region.

COMPANY GARRISON
• Local Quarters: +15% defensiveness and +25% supply limit in the province
• Permanent Quarters: +30% defensiveness and +50% supply limit in the province
• Officers’ Mess: 1 per trade company, +5 to land force limit

HARBOR
• Company Warehouse: +2 trade power to the company provinces in area,  

+25% production efficiency to area provinces
• Company Depot: +4 trade power to the company provinces in area, +50%  

production efficiency to area provinces
• Admiralty: 1 per trade company, +2 to naval force limit
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LOCAL VENTURE
• Broker’s Office: +25% Production efficiency to the company provinces in area, 

+0.15 goods produced in area provinces
• Broker’s Exchange: +50% Production efficiency to the company provinces in area, 

+0.30 goods produced in area provinces
• Property Appraiser: 1 per trade company, +50% trade steering in area trade node

FOREIGN INFLUENCE
• Nation Settlements: +25% Tax to the company provinces in area, Development in 

area provinces costs 7.5% less
• Nation Districts: +50% Tax to the company provinces in area, Development in 

area provinces costs 15% less
• Nation Township: +10% trade value to all trade in trade company and +0.1 yearly 

army tradition to the company owner.
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GOVERNANCE
• Company Administration: +25% bonus to company provinces manpower and 

sailors in the area
• Military Administration: 50% bonus to company provinces manpower and sailors 

in the area
• Governor General’s Mansion: Ship construction costs for company owner  

reduced 2%
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he Estates mechanic was introduced in the Cossacks expansion 
to EU4. Estates would expect to have control over a certain part of the 
country and provide bonuses if their loyalty was maintained. This bonus 
is greater the more influence they hold, but if they have too much influ-

ence they pose a threat to the country.
We’ve never been really happy with how Estates worked, and having them locked 

away in a specific expansion limited how we could tweak the mechanic into something 
more interesting and influential. To that end, we have decided to free the Estates, 
making them available to all Europa Universalis IV players. Cossacks buyers will 
have access to a unique Cossacks government type and the titular Cossack Estate 
group, but the Estate system has been liberated and changed.

In the free update that accompanies Dharma, Estates no longer demand a specific 
voice in your country, but provide province level bonuses if they are given control. 
So, for example, a province with the clergy Estate will have a lower revolt risk. This is 
on top of a general national bonus for each Estate, whose strength is tied to the hap-
piness of that Estate. Removing Estates from power can still cause loyalty problems, 
and they are still tied to Disasters that could remake your realm.

ESTATES

T
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The paid content in Dharma is an India specific Estate system that emphasizes the 
character of the region. 

Maratha Caste
The Marathas are a group of Hindu castes largely based in Central India. Drawing 
from the large rural population in the Deccan and Gujarat, the Marathas were gen-
erally soldiers, farmers and large-scale landowners who claimed descent from epic 
heroes of Rajput history. The Marathi speaking people would eventually set up an 
empire of their own in the hearts of India to challenge the Mughals.

REPLACES
Nobility Estate for Dravidian or West Aryan cultures, excluding Rajput and Malvi.
Brahmin Caste replaces the Clergy Estate if Hindu, the Dhimmi if Muslim Indian.

EFFECT
Removes manpower and land force penalty associated with provincial autonomy.

If Happy 
Country gets +10% cavalry combat ability and +0.5 yearly army tradition 
Province gets -100% missionary strength, +33% manpower, +15% defensiveness
If Neutral  
Country gets +0.5 army tradition
Province gets -100% missionary strength, +15% defensiveness
If Angry  
Country gets -1 yearly army tradition
Province gets -100% missionary strength, +5 unrest

INTERACTIONS
• Recruit Advisor: hire commandant (+5 discipline) of Marathi culture for half price, 

requires 40 influence, adds 15 influence
• Recruit from Marathi: Gain manpower, requires 30 loyalty and 40 influence,  

costs 15 loyalty
• Benign Neglect: Increases autonomy in Marathi provinces in return for loyalty,  

influence and a manpower bonus, requires 40 influence and that the Marathas hold 
provinces

• Demand Military Support: Gain MIL power scaled to caste influence, requires 30 
loyalty and 25 influence, costs 20 loyalty

• Promote Maratha Nobility: Caste gains 10 influence and 15 loyalty for 5 prestige
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Brahmin Caste
Traditionally descended from ancient warriors and farmers, the Brahmins became the 
high ranking priestly caste in Hinduism. Not all Brahmins are priests by profession, but 
they are understood as a group to have sacred responsibilities in maintaining temples and 
overseeing ceremonies. Under the Mughals, this caste was prominent in the legal and po-
litical administration and even governed in their own right in some parts of the Maratha 
Empire. Even today, Brahmins are treated with respect in many Indian communities.

REPLACES
Clergy Estate

EFFECT
Removes tax modifier penalty associated with provincial autonomy

If Happy
Country gets +20% tax, +0.5 to devotion gain, 10% lower stability increase
Province gets +50% institution spread, -2 to unrest, -100% missionary strength
If Neutral 
Country gets +20% tax income
Province gets -2 to unrest, -100% missionary strength
If Angry
Country gets -10% tax, -0.5 devotion gain, 10% higher stability increase 
Province gets +5 unrest, -100% missionary strength
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INTERACTIONS
• Demand Adminstrative support: Gives ADM power relative to estate influence, 

costs 20 loyalty, requires 30 loyalty and 25 influence
• Seek Support of Brahmins: Adds 15 loyalty and 10 influence to Brahmins, costs 5 

prestige and 5 legitimacy
• Switch Hindu Deity: Hindu ruler only, allows ruler to change Hindu patron deity, 

requires 40 loyalty and 40 influence
• Seek Legitimacy: Muslim ruler only, increases heathen tolerance and religious 

unity, costs 15 influence, requires 40 loyalty and 20 influence
• Recruit Theologian: Gain half price Hindu theologian advisor, costs 15 influence, 

requires 40 influence
• Make Generous Donation: Pay 3 months worth of income to increase loyalty by 15

Vaishya Caste
Though seen as a lower caste, the Vaishyas performed essential functions in the Indian 
states. Like most castes, they were rooted in an agricultural past, but the Vaishya were 
those that turned to trade and banking, effectively serving as the leading merchant and 
money-lending clans in India. This caste had as history of being religious reformers as 
well, forming the backbone of early Buddhist and Jain attempts to reform Hinduism.

REPLACES
Merchants Guilds Estate. Can only be placed in provinces with at least  
10 development or 5 trade power

EFFECT
Removes penalties for production, trade power, naval force limit and sailors  
associated with provincial autonomy

If Happy
Country gets 10% lower advisor costs, +33% production efficiency
Province gets +20% trade value, 20% lower development costs
If Neutral
Country gets +33% production efficiency
Province gets +20% trade value
If Angry 
Country gets -33% production efficiency
Province gets +5 unrest
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INTERACTIONS
• Demand Diplomatic Support: Give DIP power relative to estate’s influence,  

costs 20 loyalty, requires 30 loyalty and 25 influence
• Recruit Minister: Gain half-price Hindu Master of the Mint, costs 15 influence, 

requires 40 influence
• Draft Ships for War: Gain heavy ships, costs 15 influence, requires 30 loyalty  

and 40 influence
• Limited War Support: Activate war taxes, costs 15 influence, requires 30 loyalty,  

20 year cooldown
• Ask for Contribution: Gain money, costs 10 loyalty, requires 30 loyalty

Rajput Caste
The Rajputs are a Hindu warrior caste with semi-legendary roots in the waves of 
invaders that passed through India in her ancient past. At one time open to any who 
performed great feats of arms, the Rajputs took on a hereditary understanding as the 
region stabilized in the 16th century. The armies of the Mughals had many Rajput in 
their officer corps, and some British observers were great admirers of their discipline, 
but not of their practice of sati, the ritual burning of noble women whose husbands 
had recently died.

REPLACES
Nobility Estate in nations of Hindustani, Eastern Aryan, Central Indian  
and Rajput or Malvi culture

EFFECT
Removes penalties for manpower and land force limit associated with provincial 
autonomy

If Happy 
Country gets 20% faster manpower recovery, 10% lower fort maintenance
Province gets +20% manpower, 15% higher defensiveness
If Neutral 
Country gets 10% lower fort maintenance
Province gets 15% higher defensiveness
If Angry 
Country gets 10% slower manpower recovery, 10% higher fort maintenance
Province gets +5 unrest
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INTERACTIONS
• Spawn Rajput Regiments: Create elite Rajput forces (slower professionalism decay, 

better discipline), cannot have more regiments than Rajput provinces, costs 15 
loyalty and 5 influence, requires 50 loyalty and 40 influence.

• Recruit Rajput General: Create Rajput general with +1 fire, costs 20 influence,  
requires 30 loyalty and 40 influence.

• Promote Purbias: Spawned Rajput Regiments get +10% fire damage and +5% disci-
pline, costs money and adds autonomy to Rajput controlled provinces.

• Exempt Officers from Jizya: Muslim rulers only, pay money to increase loyalty  
by 15, requires 20 influence.

• Promote Rajput Nobility: Gain 15 loyalty and 10 influence, costs 5 prestige
• Demand Military Support: Gain MIL power relative to estate’s influence,  

costs 20 loyalty, requires 30 loyalty and 25 influence

Jain Community
Once a large religious community, the pacifist and ascetic Jain faith had declined in 
size and significance by the early modern era. The Jainists were a target of persecu-
tions, especially during eras of Muslim expansion, but were generally respected and 
given positions of prominence during the reign of Akbar and in some areas of British 
influence. Jainists were traditionally very involved in mercantile affairs, and suffered 
much disruption to their livelihoods as European traders gained power.

REPLACES
Merchant Guilds for Indian Muslim rulers

EFFECT
Removes penalties for tax, production and trade power associated with provincial 
autonomy

If Happy 
Country gets 10% faster building construction, 10% lower building costs
Province gets 25% cheaper state maintenance, +33% tax, -33% manpower,  
-100% missionary strength
If Neutral
10% lower building costs
If Angry
Country gets +1 to loan interest
Province gets -50% manpower, -100% missionary strength



INTERACTIONS
• Procure a Loan: Gain a Jain loan with special lowered interest (relative to estate’s in-

fluence). This interest rate doesn’t change after loan is taken. Jains gain 10 influence.
• Patronize Jain Families: Increase loyalty by 15 and influence by 10, costs 5 prestige.
• Commission Jain Scripture: Pay gold to increase loyalty by 15, requires 30 influence
• Build Jain Temple: 10% lower development cost and +1 tax base in random Jain 

province, +15 influence, requires 40 influence, only once every 20 years.
• Investigate Corruption: Lose 2 corruption, gain 10 influence, requires 60 influence 

and 40 loyalty.
• Demand Diplomatic support: Must be Muslim ruler, gain DIP power relative to 

estate’s influence, costs 20 loyalty, requires 30 loyalty and 25 influence

15



he Mughal Empire was a polyglot nation that governed much of 
India for 300 years. Founded by a Central Asian adventurer named Babur 
in 1526, at its height in the late 17th century, the Mughal Empire stretched 
from Afghanistan and Eastern Persia to modern Bangladesh and all but 

the southernmost tip of India. 
In EU4: Dharma, the Mughal Empire will now automatically accept a culture 

once the empire has conquered every province that is home to that culture. So, if the 
Mughals conquer all Guajarati provinces, Gujarat culture will be promoted to the 
status of Accepted.

Furthermore, the local cultures that are accepted will bring permanent bonuses to 
the empire, representing the cultural co-operation that typified the empire at its height.

MUGHAL EMPIRE

T
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hen you assign an army to rebel suppression, it is no longer a heav-
ily armed fire brigade, putting down rebels only after they have spawned 
an army of their own. You could park an army in a single province to re-
duce the growth of rebel support emanating from that one location, but it 

did nothing to stem rebel sentiment elsewhere.
In Dharma, you can assign an army to a region where it will use its rebel suppres-

sion power to reduce the growth of rebel power in every province you tell it to patrol. 
The more provinces you ask the army to secure, the less effective the general suppres-
sion is, i.e., the effect is more powerful if spread across three provinces than spread 
across seven, with a maximum 5 point reduction to unrest in a province.

To use rebel suppression, click on the Rebel Suppression icon on the army profile 
and select which area on the map you wish it to patrol.

rebel suppression

W
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he expansion of global trade networks was one of the key phe-
nomenons of the early modern era. Better and larger ocean going vessels 
brought cargo from distant lands and the increasing governmental cen-
tralization of the time meant it was easier for a forward thinking monarch 

to improve the highway and port infrastructure that enlarged the capacity of home 
trading centers.

Dharma introduces the ability to upgrade the trade centers in your provinces. 
Upgrading a trade center adds trade power and other bonuses to provinces that host 
these nodes, making them superpowered locations for the nations lucky enough to 
control them. Once a trade center hits level 3, there are bonuses applied to the entire 
state where the center of trade is located.

You can only have as many level 3 trade centers as you have number of merchants. 
When a center of trade changes hands from one nation to another, its level is degraded 
by one. No center of trade can be lower than level 1.

Upgrading a center of trade costs gold, and is done from the building menu of the 
province where the center of trade is located.

CENTERS OF TRADE 
PROGRESSION

T



COASTAL TRADE HUB:
• Level 1: Staple Port, +5 trade power
• Level 2: Entrepot, +10 trade power, 5% cheaper development,  

10% faster institution spread
• Level 3: World Port, +25 trade power, +0.25 naval tradition,  

30% faster institution spread

Level 3 coastal hubs add state bonuses of +1 building slot per province,  
+100% sailors and 10% lower development costs.

INLAND TRADE HUB
• Level 1: Emporium, +5 trade power
• Level 2: Market Town, +10 trade power, 5% cheaper development
• Level 3: World Trade Center: +25 trade power, 30% faster institution spread

Level 3 inland hubs add state bonuses of +1 building slot per province,  
+33% manpower and 10% lower development costs.

19
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olicies have gotten a major reworking in the free update accom-
panying the release of Dharma. Because they were often underutilized and 
poorly understood, we have made changes to increase their attractiveness 
as a gameplay option and also make them more intelligible.

All Europa Universalis IV owners will get the new policy interface, with policies 
that make more sense for the power group they are assigned to, i.e., diplomatic poli-
cies will have diplomatic costs. Also, the first policy in any of the three categories will 
be free, not subtracting any power from your monarch. (Additional policies beyond 
three in each group will cost monarch points, however).

If you own Dharma, you will have access to more free policies (usually through 
Government Reforms) and extra modifiers not available to those who choose not to 
purchase this expansion.

POLICIES

P
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cornful Insults are delivered in the same manner as a normal 
diplomatic insult, but you can click the box at the bottom of the menu 
to spend 5 Prestige on a devastating put-down that will greatly offend 
the target, but also improve relations with the insulted nation’s enemies. 

Scornful Insults are a great way to further isolate an enemy, while earning credibility 
with possible future allies.

SCORNFUL  
INSULTS

S
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ations can now use colonists to develop provinces. A colonist sent to 
work in a non-colonial province has a chance to increase the Development 
of a random category in that province. The cost is the same as sending a 
colonist overseas to settle new territory, and the likelihood of developing 

a province is dependent on how little development is already in place, as well as provin-
cial terrain. It is unwise to send a colonist to develop a 20 Dev mountain province, but 
the strategy will be quite useful for those 3 or 5 Dev backwaters in your empire.

SETTLEMENT  
GROWTH

N



he famous monsoons of India are now in place with a seasonal 
storm that has the chance to disrupt military operations. In Monsoon 
Season, affected provinces will appear muddy. Monsoons will slow the 
movement of all armies, and impose higher attrition on armies in enemy 

territory. The more severe the monsoon, the greater the effects. There are also monsoon 
related events.

monsoons

T
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MONARCHIES
Governments led by a king or queen. Traditionally a more centralized form of gov-
ernment, usually passed down from generation to generation within the same ruling 
bloodline. The first step is assigned at the start, and is where you will find most of the 
historical contingencies.

1. POWER STRUCTURE
•  Feudal Nobility (25% more income from vassals)
•  Autocracy (10% lower cost of Unjust Demands in peace deals)
• Plutocracy (Indian, Muslim, Chinese or East African only, +1 merchant)
• Indian Sultanate (Indian only, activates Iqta government abilities, +3 heathen 

tolerance)
• Shogunate (Must own Kyoto, +1 diplomat, -25% Envoy travel time, +2 Max States, 

+5 Max Absolutism)
• Daimyo (Overlord must be shogun, +10% land morale, 10% infantry combat)
• Independent Daimyo (Japanese only, +10% land morale, 10% infantry combat.  

-3 states)
• Celestial Empire (Emperor of China, +0.5 Yearly Prestige)
• Elective Monarchy (Must be Poland or the Commonwealth, -30 to maximum  

absolutism, +25% vassal income, -1 to unrest, +2 max states)
• Iqta (Must be Muslim, enables Iqta government choices, +5% tax, +33% vassal  

income)
• English Monarchy (Must be England or Great Britain, has parliament,  

+50% legitimacy, -30 to maximum absolutism, -1 to unrest)
• Ottoman Government (Must be Ottoman, allows pashas and harem events,  

+5 to maximum absolutism, +50% to legitimacy, 10% lower cost of Unjust Demands, 
+3 max states)

• Prussian Monarchy (Must be Prussia, enables militarized society, .02 bonus to war 
exhaustion reduction, -2 to unrest, +10 to maximum absolutism, monarch military 
power minimum of 3)

• Russian Principality (Must be Russian culture, enables Russian government  
mechanics, -1 to unrest, 5% bonus to tax income)

• Tsardom (Must be Russia, enables Russian government mechanics, 20% bonus to 
manpower, 0.1 to absolutism each year, autonomy reduced by five percent, +5 max 
states)

APPENDIX
GOVERNMENT REFORMS IN EU4: DHARMA
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• Mamluk Government (Must be Mamluk, enables Mamluk government mechanics, 
+3 accepted cultures, half price to accept new cultures, advisors of monarch’s cul-
ture 25% cheaper, monarch administrative power minimum of 2)

• Feudal Theocracy (Must be Muslim, +1 missionary, +1 to missionary strength,  
+2 to tolerance of own faith)

• Mandala Reform (Must be Eastern religion - not Shinto or Confucian, +15% vassal 
income, +100%vassal forcelimit contribution, +1 max states)

• Nyankara Reform (Must be Dharmic or Buddhist, of Dravidian group, Oriya or 
Sinhala culture, 100% Vassal forcelimit contribution, +15% manpower)

• Misl Confederacy Reform (Must be Sikh, +10% manpower, land maintenance costs 
10% lower)

• Rajput Kingdom (Must be West Aryan or Vindhyan, not Marathi,0.5 Yearly Army 
Tradition)

• Gond Kingdom (Must be Gond culture, +20% province defensiveness)

2. NOBLE PRIVILEGES
•  Strengthen Privileges Reform (+15% manpower)
•  Curtail Noble Power Reform (+10% taxes)
• Enforce Trader Privileges Reform (must have Plutocratic reform, +30% to trade 

range, 5% bonus to trade efficiency)
• Strengthen Bengali Traders Reform (Must be Bengali Muslim, +1 merchant,  

10% bonus to trade efficiency)
• Sufi Syncretism Reform (Must be Bengali Muslim, +1 to missionary strength,  

-5% development cost)
• Empower the Poligar Reform (Must be Dravidian or Oriya, +10% infantry combat 

power, development cost 5% cheaper)
• Khalsa Reform (Must be Sikh, +1 to tolerance of heathens and heretics, +5% land 

forces morale)
• Deccani Elites Reform (Must be Indian Muslim, Dravidian or Marathi,  

+1 free diplomatic policy)
• Mughal Diwan (Must be Mughal, can assimilate cultures, 10% bonus to production 

efficiency if Germanic culture assimilated, 10% tax bonus if Scandinavian,  
+1 diplomat if French)

3. BUREAUCRACY
•  Centralize Reform (.05 bonus to reduction of provincial autonomy)
•  Decentralize Reform (+2 possible accepted cultures)
• Sidhi Recruitment (Must be Indian Muslim, Dravidian or Marathi, fort  

maintenance 10% cheaper, +2 maximum states)
• Mansabdari Reform (Must be Mughal, Army Tradition decays 3% more slowly,  

+3 maximum states)
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4. THE ADMINISTRATIVE CADRE
•  Administrative Clergy Reform (+1 free administrative policy)
•  Nobles of the Robe Reform (leaders cost less)
•  Meritocratic Recruitment Reform (advisors cost 10% less)
• Dakhni Culture Reform (Must be Indian Muslim, Dravidian or Marathi, state 

maintenance costs 20% lower)
• Zabt Reform (Must be Mughal, +3 maximum states)

5. DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLY
•  Parlimentarism Reform (enables parliament, -1 to unrest)
•  Royal Decree Reform (+5 to maximum absolutism)
•  Aristocratic Court Reform (Army Tradition decays 0.5 more slowly)
•  General Estates Reform (+10% production efficiency)
•  States General Reform (-10% Stability Cost, enables Statist vs  

Monarchists mechanics)

6. ABSOLUTISM & CONSTITUTIONALISM
•  L’etat c’est moi Reform (+5 maximum states)
•  Regional Representation Reform (Minimum autonomy in  

territories reduced 10%)

7. SEPARATION OF POWER
•  Political Absolutism Reform (+5 Maximum Absolutism,  

absolutism increases by 0.1 per year)
•  Legislative Houses Reform (+1 Possible Adminstrativepolicy)
•  Become a Republic Reform (Change Government to Republic)
•  Install Theocracy Reform (Change Government to Theocracy)

REPUBLICS
In the era of Europa Universalis IV, most republics were small oligarchic states run by 
elite or merchants families, though there were notable exceptions in the Netherlands 
and the United States, which tried to widen representation from across their territory. 
Leaders were usually elected or selected by an assembly that represented the popula-
tion of stakeholders. In EU4, republican leaders are usually chosen every 4 years.

1. POWER STRUCTURE
•  Oligarchy Reform (+5% tax income)
•  Plutocracy Reform (enables trade posts, trade leagues and republic factions,  

+1 merchant, -10 max absolutism)
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•  Noble Elite Reform (+0.25 Yearly Army Tradition, 8 year terms for leaders)
• Presidential Despot Reform (gained from republican leader seizing power, 

Autonomy reduces more quickly, +1 to heathen tolerance, +10% to land morale,  
has no term duration)

• Revolutionary Republic Reform (must be Revolutionary Target, +2 to heretic  
tolerance, +10% land morale, autonomy reduced by -.20 more quickly, enables  
revolutionary factions)

• Peasants Republic (Dithmarschen only, +10% production efficiency, 5% bonus  
to land force moral, -50 to maximum absolutism)

• Free City (Must be Imperial Free City, +10% trade efficiency, development costs 
10% lower, -20 to maximum absolutism)

• Trading City (must have Res Publica expansion, enables trade posts, trade leagues 
and republic factions, -20 to maximum absolutism, 10% trade power)

• Ambrosian Republic (must be Milan, triggered by event, +10% to taxes, +5% land 
force morale, +1 maximum states, -30 to maximum absolutism)

• Veche Republic (must be Russian republic, enables trade posts, trade leagues,  
republic factions and Russian government abilities, +1 merchants, +1 max states)

• American Republic (Must be USA, enables parliament, war exhaustion reduced 
more quickly, cost 10% less to increase stability, -30 to maximum absolutism)

• Federal Republic (Must be USA, enables parliament, +1 to diplomatic reputation, 
+10% to spy defense, -30 to maximum absolutism)

• Colonial Government (Must be colonial nation, autonomy reduces more quickly, 
army morale recovers more quickly, embracing institutions cost 10% less, +2 to 
maximum states)

• Dutch Republic (Must be Dutch, enables Statists vs Orangists mechanics, Heavy 
ships 10% stronger in combat, +10% to trade efficiency, +1 to maximum states,  
-30 to maximum absolutism)

• Sich Rada (Must be Cossack breakaway nation or the Zaproshian Cossacks, enables 
cossacks mechanic, +20% cavalry combat ability, -20% cavalry cost, +20% cavalry 
to infantry ration, +1 max states)

2. REPUBLICAN VIRTUES
•  Authoritarianism Reform (-1 to unrest)
•  Political Dynasties Reform (+1 bonus to one of a candidate’s abilities, can re-elect 

from ruling family)
•  Republicanism Reform (+0.2 Yearly Republican Tradition)

3. FREQUENCY OF ELECTIONS

•  Frequent Elections Reform (-10 to maximum absolutism, -1 years to leader’s  
term of office)
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•  Consolidation of Power Reform (+10 to maximum absolutism,  
+1 years to leader’s term of office)

4. REGIONALISM
•  Provincial Governments Reform (State maintenance 25% cheaper)
•  Administrative Divisions Reform (+5 maximum states)
•  Union of States Reform (+10% global trade power)

5. SEPARATION OF POWER
•  Parlimentarism Reform (enables parliament, -1 to unrest)
•  Presidential System Reform (10% cheaper to embrace new institutions)

6. CONSOLIDATION OF POWER
•  Broaden Executive Powers Reform (costs 15% less to increase stability)
•  Devolution of Powers Reform (+1 diplomats)

7. GUIDING PRINCIPLE OF ADMINISTRATION
•  Political Principle Reform (+1 administrative possible policies)
•  Moral Principle Reform (+1 diplomatic possible policy)

8. ELECTORATE
•  Landholders Reform (Manpower recovers 10% faster)
•  Citizenry Reform (10% increase to land forces morale)

9. OFFICE SELECTION
•  Sortition Reform (Corruption reduced by .05 per year)
•  Universal Suffrage Reform (+1 accepted cultures)

10. QUESTION OF DICTATORSHIP
•  Seize Executive Power Reform (change to monarchy, lose 4 reforms)
•  Claim Divine Guidance Reform (change to theocracy, lose 6 reforms)
•  Strengthen Executive Powers Reform (+25 to maximum absolutism)
•  Reinforce Republican Values Reform (+1 administrative free policy,  

re-election costs 10% lower)

THEOCRACIES
Theocracies are states ruled by religious leaders in service to the faith. Though, for 
example, the ruler of England is also the head of the church, their primary calling is 
the management of government and are chosen based on traditional monarchical 
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grounds. In theocracies, government is by a bishop or lama or pope, chosen based on 
the tenets of that religion.

In EU4, theocracies cannot enter royal marriages, nor can their leaders become 
generals. They are also inherently less tolerant of both heathen and heretic subjects.

1. LEADERSHIP
•  Clerical State Reform (+5% tax income)
•  Monastic Order Reform (20% lower cost to maintain forts)
• Papacy Reform (Must be the Papal States, +1 to prestige increase,  

+1 tolerance of own faith)

2. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL MISSION
•  Internal Mission Reform (+2 tolerance of own faith)
•  External Mission Reform (20% lower cost of demands in wars  

against other religions)

3. DIVINE CAUSE
•  Safeguard Holy Sites Reform (+1 to prestige increase)
•  Combat Heresy Reform (+10% to land forces morale)
•  Expulsion of Heathens Reform (5% lower cost to develop a province)

4. CLERGY IN ADMINISTRATION
•  Subservient Bureaucrats Reform (+1 free policy)
•  Zealous Administrators Reform (costs 10% less to increase stability)

5. SECULARIZATION
•  Strengthen Religious Head Reform (+0.10 increase in yearly absolutism)
•  Crowned Ruler Reform (change to monarchy, lose 2 reforms)
•  Proclaim Republic Reform (change to republic, lose 2 reforms)
• Hereditary Religious Leadership Reform (must be Muslim, change to monarchy, 

add Feudal Theocracy reform)
• Magister Militum Dei (Must have Papal Reform, allows to make ruler  

into a general, +1 land leader fire)

TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS
One of the oldest forms of collective rule, government is entrusted to a chief whose 
rule is accepted and judged by family or ethnic clan groups that have united under 
one banner. Rule of the tribe is often passed down in one bloodline, but can also be 
contested by stronger clans if the proposed leader is believe to be weak. 
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TRIBAL ADMINISTRATION
•  Tribal Despotism (10% lower cost to core provinces)
•  Tribal Monarchy (+20% income from vassals)
• Steppe Horde (20% bonus to manpower, land force limit and movement speed,  

50% faster looting, 50% lower reinforcement cost, 5 fewer years of nationalism in 
conquered provinces, institutions spread more slowly)

• Tribal Federation (Enables Tribal federation mechanics, 5 fewer ears of nationalism 
in conquered provinces)

• Siberian Native Council (must be Siberian, can migrate, 33% lower cost to increase 
stability, institutions spread 20% more slowly)

2. CULTURAL VALUES
•  Martial Society Reform (20% more manpower)
•  Civil Society Reform (+5% tax income)

3. TRIBAL RELIGION
•  Religious Societies Reform (10% lower cost to increase stability)
•  Lip Service Reform (20% lower cost of land force maintenance)

4. MODERNIZATION
•  Retain Tribal Hierarchy Reform (+3 maximum states, +10 maximum absolutism)
•  Centralize Power Reform (5% lower cost to core creation and increasing stability)

5. GOVERNMENT REFORM
•  Reform into Monarchy Reform (change government to monarchy)
•  Reform into Republic Reform (change government to republic)
•  Reform into Theocracy Reform (change government to theocracy)
•  Become Horde Reform (change government to steppe horde)

NATIVE SOCIETIES
The American First Nations had governments that ran the gamut from loosely affiliated 
villages to complex federations to hierarchical monarchies. In Europa Universalis IV, 
we’ve generally given these nations room to explore an equally wide range of alternate 
histories and development paths.

In Dharma, native societies cannot reform until they have formed a more regular-
ized form of government.
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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT, PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

BY EITHER REMOVING THE SHRINK WRAP AND/OR JEWEL CASE SEAL OR DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE 
USING THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

1. END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT.
This end-user license agreement (“EULA”) is a legal agreement between you (either an individual or a single entity), hereinafter 
sometimes referred to as “You,” “End User” or “Licensee,” and Paradox Interactive AB (“Paradox”) for the Paradox software 
product accompanying this EULA which includes video game related software and may include associated media, printed media, 
and on-line or electronic documentation (collectively, “Software Product”).  If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, you 
should not install, copy, download or use the Software Product and in which case you should contact your vendor regarding its 
return policy.  If you are purchasing this Software Product from a Paradox or third party distributor website (a “Website”) and do 
not agree, click “disagree/decline.”  You agree that your use of the software acknowledges that you have read this agreement, 
understand it, and agree to be bound by its terms and conditions, and that you represent and warrant that you are an adult 
and are either accepting this EULA  on behalf of yourself or on behalf of your child or ward, as the case may be. 

2. OWNERSHIP.
It is hereby understood and agreed that, as between you and Paradox, Paradox, is the owner of all right title and interest to the 
Software Product, regardless of the media or form of the original download, whether online, by disk or otherwise.  You, as Licensee, 
through your downloading, installing, copying or use of this product do not acquire any ownership rights to the Software Product.

3. GENERAL.
The Software Product is licensed, not sold, to you by Paradox for use only under the terms and conditions of this EULA.  The Software 
Product is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties.  
The rights granted herein are limited to Paradox’s and its licensors’ intellectual property rights in the Software Product and do not 
include any other patents or intellectual property rights. The Software Product may contain license management software (also 
known as digital rights management software) that restricts your use of the Software Product.

4. SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
The Software Product, as used in this EULA, means, collectively and/or as applicable:

A. The Software Product package;

B. Any and all contents, components, attachments, software, media, and code with which this EULA is provided and delivered 
via disk or a Website;

C. Any and all game design, characters, images, graphics, photographs, art, art work, clip art, text, fonts, music, sounds, voices 
or other sensory content (the “Game Content”);

D. Related explanatory written materials and instructions, and any other possible documentation related thereto 
(“Documentation”); and

E. Upgrades, modified versions, updates, additions, expansion packs and copies of the Software Product (the “Upgrades”), if 
any, provided to you by Paradox under this EULA.

The terms of this EULA will govern any Upgrades provided by Paradox that replace and/or supplement the original Software Product, 
unless such Upgrade is accompanied by a separate license in which case the terms of that license will govern.

5. GRANT OF LICENSE AND RESTRICTIONS. 
A. Paradox grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable End User license to install the Software Product on the local hard disk(s) 

or other permanent storage media of one computer, or, on one other game play device (each a “Unit”) and use the Software 
Product on a single Unit at a time.  Licensee may physically transfer the Software Product between Units provided that it is 
used on only one Unit at any given time.

B. Paradox authorizes the End User to make one (1) copy of the Software Product as an archival backup copy, provided End-User’s 
backup copy is not installed or used on any Unit.  Any other copies you make or authorize are in violation of this EULA.

C. Unless provided otherwise in the Documentation, you shall not display, modify, reproduce and distribute any Game Content, 
or portion(s) thereof, included with or relating to the Software Product, if any.  Any such authorized display, modification, 
reproduction and distribution shall be in full accord with this EULA.  Under no circumstances will your use, display, modification, 
reproduction and distribution of the Game Content give you any intellectual property or proprietary rights in the Game Content 
or in any logos and/or trade or service marks of Paradox.  All rights, title, and interests belong solely to Paradox and its licensors. 

D. Except for the initial loading of the Software Product on a hard disk or other permanent storage media for archival/backup 



purposes as provided for above, you shall not, without Paradox’s express written consent:

i. Copy or reproduce, auction, loan, lease, sublicense, gift or transfer the Software Product;

ii. Electronically transfer the Software Product through a LAN (local area network) or file sharing network; or

iii. Modify, adapt, translate or create derivative works based on the Software Product or any accompanying materials.

6. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS. 
A. From time to time, at Paradox’s sole discretion, Paradox may provide you with support services related to the Software Product 

(“Support Services”).  Paradox reserves the right to alter, suspend, and terminate the Support Services at any time and for any 
reason.  You can contact Paradox for Support Services at support@paradoxplaza.com or www.paradoxplaza.com/support.  

B. Any supplemental software, code, content, or media provided to you in the course of Support Services shall be considered 
part of the Software Product and subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA.

C. You shall not modify, sublicense, assign, or transfer the Software Product or any rights under this EULA, except as expressly provided 
in this EULA.  Any attempt to otherwise sublicense, assign, or transfer any of the rights, duties, or obligations will be void.

7. TERM. 
A. This License is effective until terminated.  Licensee may terminate it at any time by destroying the Software Product with all 

copies, full or partial, and removing all of its component parts.  The term of this EULA runs concurrently with the period during 
which the consumer uses and retains the Software Product.  If the Software Product is transferred (to the extent allowed under 
this EULA), the license is transferred with it.

B. Your rights under this EULA will terminate automatically without notice from Paradox if you fail to comply with any term(s) or 
condition(s) of this EULA.  In such event, no notice shall be required by Paradox to effect such termination.

C. Upon termination of this EULA, you shall cease all use of the Software Product and destroy all copies, full or partial, together 
with all backup copies, modifications, printed or written materials, and merged portions in any form and remove all component 
parts of the Software Product which have been downloaded onto your Unit.

8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
A. As between you and Paradox, Paradox shall retain all right, title, and interest in the Software Product and to any modifications 

or improvements made thereto, and any upgrades, updates or Documentation provided to End User.

B. You acknowledge Paradox’s exclusive rights in the Software Product and that the Software Product is unique and original 
to Paradox and that Paradox is owner thereof.  Unless otherwise permitted by law, End User shall not, at any time during or 
after the effective Term of the Agreement, dispute or contest, directly or indirectly, Paradox’s exclusive right and title to the 
Software Product or the validity thereof.

C. You shall not attempt to develop any Software Product that contains the “look and feel” of any of the Software Product.

D. You hereby expressly agree not to extract information, reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or translate the Software 
Product, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code of the Software Product, except to the extent allowed under any 
applicable law.  In the event that such activities are permitted by applicable law, any information you, or your authorized agent, 
discover shall be promptly disclosed to Paradox and shall be deemed the confidential information of Paradox.

9. EXPORT LAW ASSURANCES.
You may not export or re-export the Software Product except as authorized by United States law and the laws of the jurisdiction 
in which the Software Product was obtained.  In particular, but without limitation, the Software Product may not be exported or 
re-exported (a) into or to a nation or a resident of any U.S. embargoed countries or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department’s 
list of Specially Designated Nationals or the U.S. Department of Commerce Denied Person’s List or Entity List.  By installing or using 
any component of the Software Product, you represent and warrant that you are not located in, under control of, or a national or 
resident of any such country or on any such list.

10. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. 
YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK AND THAT THE 
ENTIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, AND ACCURACY IS WITH YOU.  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY 
OF ANY KIND, AND PARADOX AND PARADOX’S AFFILIATES (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS “PARADOX” FOR THE PURPOSES 
OF SECTIONS 10 AND 11) HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, 
EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET 
ENJOYMENT, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  PARADOX DOES NOT WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE 
WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL 



MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, 
OR THAT DEFECTS IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE CORRECTED.  NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE 
GIVEN BY PARADOX OR A PARADOX AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY.  SHOULD THE SOFTWARE 
PRODUCT PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  SOME 
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIMITATION ON APPLICABLE STATUTORY RIGHTS 
OF A CONSUMER, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL PARADOX, ITS AFFILIATES OR LICENSEES, 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY 
OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR DEFECT IN OR CAUSED 
BY THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO COMPROMISING THE SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, OPERATING SYSTEM 
OR FILES, OR THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES, EVEN IF PARADOX HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  IN ANY CASE, PARADOX’S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA SHALL BE 
LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR REPLACEMENT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT 
WITH PRODUCT OF COMPARABLE RETAIL VALUE, AS PARADOX MAY ELECT IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION; PROVIDED HOWEVER, IF 
YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO A SUPPORT SERVICES AGREEMENT, PARADOX’S ENTIRE LIABILITY REGARDING SUPPORT SERVICES 
SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE TERMS OF THAT AGREEMENT.  BECAUSE SOME STATES AND JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE 
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU IN PART OR WHOLE.

12. DEFECTS AND SECURITY WARNING. 
A. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, PARADOX DOES NOT ENSURE CONTINUOUS, ERROR-FREE, SECURE OR VIRUS-FREE 

OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
B. WARNING: BY INSTALLATION AND/OR USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, YOU MAY BE INSTALLING INTO YOUR UNIT 

SOFTWARE THAT IS ALLEGED OR MAY BE ALLEGED TO COMPROMISE THE SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, ITS OPERATING 
SYSTEM AND FILES.  IF AT ANY TIME YOU WISH TO DE-INSTALL THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE THE 
SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, OPERATING SYSTEM OR FILES MAY BE OR HAS BEEN COMPROMISED, YOU MAY NEED TO 
EXECUTE A SEPARATE ROUTINE TO DE-INSTALL THE FEATURE THAT MAY BE COMPROMISING YOUR SECURITY.  DAMAGES 
YOU MAY RECOVER FOR ANY SUCH ALLEGED SECURITY BREACHES ARE SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AS 
SET FORTH BELOW. 

13. INDEMNIFICATION.
You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Paradox and its affiliates and their respective officers, employees, 
directors, agents, licensees (excluding you), sublicensees (excluding you), successors and assigns from and against any and all 
liability, costs, losses, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) arising out of any claim, suit, or 
cause of action relating to and/or arising from (a) your breach of any term of this EULA; (b) your violation of any rights of any third 
party; or (c) your use or misuse of the Software Product.  Your indemnification obligations set forth in the immediately preceding 
sentence shall survive the termination of this EULA.

14. GOVERNING LAW.
This EULA will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York and of the United States of 
America.  This EULA shall not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the 
application of which is expressly excluded.  By agreeing to these terms and conditions, in the event of any claim you may have 
arising from or related to the Software Product or this EULA you agree to the exclusive personal and subject matter jurisdiction 
of the courts located within the New York, New York, U.S.A. for making and resolving any such claims, and hereby waive any right 
to participate in any type of law suit brought and/or maintained as a class action or similar in nature to a class action.  Paradox 
reserves the right to make any claim against you and seek and be granted any legal or equitable remedy against you in any court 
anywhere in the world.  

15. WAIVER & SEVERABILITY.
A failure on the part of Paradox to act with respect to a breach by you or others of this EULA does not waive our right to act with 
respect to subsequent or similar breaches.  If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision, or portion thereof, 
to be unenforceable, the remainder of this EULA shall continue in full force and effect.   

16. ALL RIGHTS NOT EXPRESSLY GRANTED HEREIN ARE RESERVED BY PARADOX.
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